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Fast ion conduction character and ionic phase-transition in silver sulfosalts:
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Abstract
The mineral fettelite, [Ag6As2S7][Ag10HgAs2S8], has been recently structurally characterized.
On the whole, the structure can be described as a regular succession of two module layers stacked
along the c-axis: a first module layer (labeled A) with composition [Ag6As2S7]2– and a second module
layer (labeled B) with composition [Ag10HgAs2S8]2+. Here we report an integrated high-temperature
single-crystal X-ray diffraction (HT-SCXRD), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and complex
impedance spectroscopy (CIS) study on a sample of fettelite from Chañarcillo, Copiapó Province,
Chile. DSC and conductivity measurements pointed out that fettelite shows a ionic-transition at about
380 K. HT-SCXRD experiments confirmed the phase transition toward a disordered phase having a
trigonal symmetry with the a and b unit-cell parameters halved. In the HT-structure, the disorder is
located in the B layer where the Ag-Hg cations are found in various sites corresponding to the most
pronounced probability density function locations of diffusion-like paths. This indicates that at least
two polytypes could exist for fettelite, the ordered, monoclinic RT-structure (space group C2), and a
fast ion conducting, trigonal, disordered HT-form (space group P3m1) with a and b parameters halved.
The two unit-cell types (corresponding to two different polytypes) could be also found in nature.
Slightly different chemical compositions for different fettelite samples (e.g., different Ag/Hg ratios)
could play a crucial role as driving forces for different unit-cell stabilizations.
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Introduction
It is well known that in fast ionic conductors, also called
superionic conductors, an ionic species can move easily, giving
rise to a liquid-like structure in an open framework (tunnels,
layers, etc.). The delocalization of the moving species is favored when a low-activation energy for the jumps and similar
site potential energies exists. Silver is well known to give such
a high conductivity, with Ag3SI (Reuter and Hardel 1965) and
RbAg4I5 (Owens and Argue 1967) being among the first fast ionic
conductors discovered. A reason for the high Ag mobility is the
preference of d10 cations for low coordination, which in turn has
been explained through band structure calculation by s/d orbital
mixing and polarization factors (Gaudin et al. 2001).
Bindi et al. (2006 and references therein) showed that minerals
belonging to the pearceite-polybasite group with general formula
[(Ag,Cu)6M2S7][Ag9CuS4] with M = As and Sb exhibit fast ion
conductivity. These authors also elucidated the atomic structures
and the ionic phase transitions of all the members of the group by
means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and complex
impedance spectroscopy (CIS) studies and in situ single-crystal
X-ray diffraction experiments. Based on these results, we have attempted to determine whether there are any minerals, strictly related
to those of the pearceite-polybasite group, which could behave as
fast ion conductors. Although not belonging to this group, fettelite,
[Ag6As2S7][Ag10HgAs2S8], bears structural similarities to members
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of this group. Such a mineral, indeed, has been recently structurally characterized based on data collected from a twinned crystal
from Chañarcillo, Copiapó Province, Chile (Bindi et al. 2009). It
shows strong structural analogies with the minerals belonging to the
pearceite-polybasite group. A detailed investigation on fettelite was
then initiated, by means of conductivity and calorimetric studies
and in situ single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments. This paper
reports the complete analysis of the fast ion conduction character
and ionic phase transition for fettelite.

DSC and conductivity measurements
The sample containing the fettelite crystals used in the present study (Harvard Mineralogical Museum cat. number 140586)
is from Chañarcillo, Chile. A detailed description (including
the chemical composition) of the sample is given by Bindi et
al. (2009). DSC measurements between 193 and 423 K with a
heating rate of 10 K/min were carried out on 25 mg of powder
sealed in aluminum pans using a Mettler DSC 30 instrument.
Conductivity measurements were performed in a home made
conductivity cell with a SOLARTRON SI-1260 impedancemeter
in the frequency range 1 Hz to 10 MHz. Conductivity samples
were cylindrical pellets of 5 mm in diameter and approximately
1 mm in thickness. Two silver electrodes were deposited on the
flat faces of the pellet by vacuum deposition. The measurements
were carried out under dynamic vacuum from 210 to 400 K.
Measurements below room temperature were carried out while
placing the cell in a liquid nitrogen bath. For measurements

